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Introduction
The new Siglent SDS1x04X-E series SPO have entered the world market and appear to have the
potential of setting a new price/performance standard in the entry level class.
The most striking features are:
















4 channels
Sample rate 2 x 1GSa/s or 4 x 500MSa/s
Bandwidth 100MHz or 200MHz
Memory depth 2 x 14Mpts or 4 x 7Mpts
Up to >100k Wfm/s (up to >400k in sequence mode)
Vertical true full resolution sensitivity down to 500µV/div
Segmented memory up to 80000 segments for history and sequence mode
Full speed mask test
1Mpts FFT with SA-oriented user interface
Automatic measurements use full record length with no decimation
Bode plotter for network analysis
Full connectivity over USB and LAN, optional WiFi
Built-in web server
Optional external AWG SAG1021 up to 25MHz
Optional 16 channel MSO with 1GSa/s up to 14Mpts

Siglent were kind enough to offer me an early SDS1104X-E for evaluation and I couldn’t resist finding out
whether this scope has the potential to meet the high expectations. The SDS1x04X-E series scopes aren’t
expensive, yet they are certainly not the cheapest DSOs around. But then again, I figure many of us would
be looking for the best value for money rather than just the cheapest price. As can be seen from the listing
above, these models have a whole lot to offer – certainly more than the average DSO in this class.
In any case this appears to be a very interesting product and I felt it deserves an in-depth review. Because
of my very limited spare time this has actually started long before the scope was finally released.
Consequently, most of the review is based on a pre-production hardware and early firmware, which raises
the question how to deal with issues encountered during evaluation. Of course it would not be fair to point
out bugs of an unfinished firmware that was never meant to be released to the public.
Thankfully it turned out to be not a big problem, as most of the functionality was of surprising high quality
already, with only minor issues that did not prevent me from doing my tests the way I had them planned
and getting the results I'm going to present now. Of course there were (and sure as hell still are) a number
of flaws, particularly in the areas that are either completely new or have undergone a major re-design:






Serial decoding had been redesigned and looks promising, but needs further refinement.
MSO Option was not yet available.
Bode Plotter first shot, good concept, but certainly far from finished yet.
XY-mode currently some emergency solution that will see some major re-design.
Sequence mode is currently broken, but Siglent promised a fix within a short time.

A full and final review of these functions listed above will be published later, after a firmware with the
necessary fixes has been released.
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Differences to SDS1202X-E
Even though the Siglent SDS 1x04X-E has a lot in common with the SDS1202X-E, it is still a newer
design and one step further in some areas. It particularly has got some exclusive features and this is also
reflected by the new front panel layout. The obvious differences are listed below:
Connectivity. The SDS1104X-E now offers a 2nd USB host port at the rear, which is handy for
connecting one of the new options: the WiFi dongle or the SAG1021 AWG (or any other Siglent SDG
device). This way, the front panel USB connector remains free for an USB memory stick.
Sbus Connector. This is where the new SLA1016 logic probes are connected. This will add 16 digital
channels with a max. sample speed of 1GSa/s and up to 14Mpts memory.
Shared vertical gain and position controls. Some people might not like this, but there is no alternative
in a compact 4-channel DSO like this. I don't see a big problem either; for real work, separate controls
don't offer a big advantage in my experience. In R&D I set up the channels within a minute or so in order
to monitor the critical signals. Then I tweak the hardware and/or firmware until I get the desired result,
which might take hours or even days without touching the vertical settings. If anything, I'm more likely to
alter timebase, trigger, math or measurements rather than channel gain and position. Other input channel
related settings like input coupling and bandwidth limit are not directly accessible anyway. A service
technician on the other hand might often change gain and/or position when probing many different test
points in sequence, but this is usually done with just one single channel where separate controls would
not make a difference.
Search. Now this scope finally got the first implementation of a search function, which allows finding
certain trigger conditions within a long record. It does not search across the history though (where we
would need it the most) and I really hope we'll get that eventually with a later firmware.
Navigate button group. This is finally the solution for the old problem of dialing in a huge amount of
delay with the horizontal position control. The new navigate function is essentially an automatic knob
twiddler that works in three speeds and it can also browse through search events and history frames. I've
learned to appreciate this feature pretty quickly.
No Ext. Trigger input. Other than the SDS2x04X, which still offers an external trigger input even for the
four channel models (albeit on the rear side of the instrument), the SDS1x04X-E doesn't have that
anymore. But then again, with up to 20 possible channels (4 analog + 16 digital), this is only a very minor
loss.
To sum it all up, the obvious differences between the SDS1x04X-E and the older SDS1202X-E are:












4 channels
No ext. Trigger input
Sample rate 2 x 1GSa/s
Memory depth 2 x 14Mpts
Search function
Dedicated Navigate buttons
Bode plotter for network analysis
Built-in web server
Optional WiFi
Optional external AWG SAG1021 up to 25MHz
Optional 16 channel MSO with 1GSa/s up to 14Mpts
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Base Functionality
Before looking at all the bells and whistles, I always want to make sure that the base functionality is sound
and the scope will do a proper job, also as a substitute for analog scopes. After all we want a reliable tool.

Display
SPO (Super Phosphor Oscilloscope)
Obviously a major task of any oscilloscope is to display waveforms. Early DSOs did just that in a very
restricted way – this was one of the many reasons why particularly analog engineers disliked them and
rather stuck with their trusted analog scopes, because these were not only free of limitations and artifacts,
but also provided a lot more information than just timing and waveform: it was the trace intensity, which
depends on the trace speed and frequency and simply comes down to the fact that a certain spot on a
CRT screen will be brighter when it is hit by the electron beam longer and/or more often than others.
DSOs eventually got more memory and became fast enough (i.e. could capture many thousand
waveforms per second) so that a similar behavior as the analog scope could be emulated. This is
universally known as intensity grading and for digital scopes yet another variant could be added, known as
color grading. The quality of the implementations differs a lot between various DSO models and every
vendor has its own name for this technology. Siglent calls it SPO (Super Phosphor Oscilloscope).
The Siglent SPO technology is nothing new and has proved to give excellent results. We already know it
from the existing Siglent SDS 1kX(-E) and 2k(X) scopes. Yet I shall review it once again just for
completeness and because it’s the basis for all the future demonstrations in this article.
Most modern DSOs provide some sort of intensity grading (though some implementations barely deserve
that name), even in the entry level class. Not all do color grading though, which can be very beneficial
especially for displaying narrow pulses or steep edges in general. This Siglent SPO offers both. It also
offers the choice of dots and vectors display as well as persistence.
Dots mode just shows the individual sample points as they have been acquired by the ADC. Vectors
mode interconnects these points in order to create a contiguous trace without gaps, which in turn slows
acquisition down a bit. On the other hand, this scope is fast enough, so that we can make do without
vector mode most of the time, because the sheer amount of dots from many acquisitions mapped to the
screen at the same time will give the impression of a contiguous trace as well. Furthermore, we can
always do an acquisition in dots mode and then turn on vectors in stop mode later.
Now let’s examine a popular example with an amplitude modulated signal.
A 10MHz sine carrier is 50% amplitude modulated with a 1kHz sine and we look at the carrier first.
Channel 4 shows 7 periods of the modulated carrier and because of the fast waveform update rate, we
see all possible states of the carrier at once. The intensity of the trace is higher at the regions that are
more frequently hit, which is of course at the edges, but also at the extremes of the envelope because of
the sine as a modulation waveform.
Cannel 2 displays a sync signal for the modulation waveform, but this is only 1kHz and of course not
synchronous when triggering on the 10MHz carrier.
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MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_50ns_Vect_IG
Of course it looks different with other modulation waveforms, like a triangle (ramp with 50% symmetry) for
example.

MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_50ns_Vect_IG_ramp
As expected, the trace intensity is now pretty much uniform in the vertical direction.
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Another extreme can be seen by selecting a squarewave as the modulation source.

MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_50ns_Vect_IG_square
Now only the extremes are displayed, because a squarewave modulated carrier just switches between
two discrete amplitude levels. Let’s go back to the sine modulation with dots instead of vectors:

MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_50ns_Dots_IG
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Without any interpolation, the trace image gets a bit dimmer, but it still works, hinting on the high speed
acquisition in this DSO.
Now let’s see what it looks like with color grading:

MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_50ns_Vect_CG
For unknown signals, this might give an even better insight what’s really going on.
Up to now, we have used a 50ns/div timebase and triggered on the 10MHz carrier. We can trigger on the
modulation signal and use a much slower timebase accordingly.
In this case we are triggering on the sync signal on channel 2 and the timebase is set to 500µs/div. At this
relatively slow speed, the room inside the envelope is naturally always filled by the carrier trace, but we
still need a high acquisition rate in order to accomplish the intensity grading.
Only Dots mode is shown here, because at slow timebase settings like this, it absolutely makes no
difference – vectors mode looks exactly the same.
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MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_500us_Dots_IG
The same situation as above, but this time with color grading:

MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_500us_Dots_CG
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Display Modes
The Siglent X-series scopes have a number of settings that affect signal representation on the screen that
might be a bit confusing at first. So right at the start, we shall have a closer look at them in order to learn
how to setup the scope for optimum results.
Some of these settings will be discussed again in the Acquisition chapter, but a brief overview will be
given here together with some basic rules that should be easy to remember. It is highly recommended to
stick with these rules and only go a different route for very good reasons.







Acquire – Interpolation: always use Sin(x)/x for analog waveforms, x for (digital) pulses.
Acquire – Acq. Mode: Fast is standard, use Slow only if for some reason you do not want to see
multiple traces after a signal drop-out in normal trigger mode. Be aware that this will significantly
decrease waveform update rate.
Display – Type: For normal Run mode, use Dots whenever feasible to get highest fidelity for
signal reproduction as well as highest speed. Use Vectors when you need to aid visibility for fast
edges, narrow pulses, in stop mode and some special functions like Acquisition Mode Slow, in
History and for FFT.
Display – Color Grade: Use this whenever you like, especially for aiding visibility on fast edges
and narrow pulses – particularly useful for screenshots. Be aware that is not the best setting for
multi-channel acquisition because channels look indistinguishable on the screen.

Some examples shall demonstrate the effect of various combinations of the settings mentioned above. A
30MHz square wave with extremely fast edges (<100ps) and Sin(x)/x reconstruction is used for all the
following tests.
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Let’s start with a pair of screenshots for Acquisition Mode Fast, Display Type Dots versus Vectors and
Color Grade Off.

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_fast_dots

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_fast_vectors
The signal representation is very similar, just the fast edges are a little brighter. Generally, intensity
grading works better with dots in many cases.
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Here is a similar pair of screenshots for Acquisition Mode Fast, Display Type Dots versus Vectors and
Color Grade On.

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_fast_dots_color

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_fast_vectors_color
Again the signal representation is similar, just with vectors the fast edges appear in the same color as the
rest of the signal. In general, color grading works better with dots in many cases.
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Here comes a pair of screenshots for Acquisition Mode Slow, Display Type Dots versus Vectors and Color
Grade Off.

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_slow_dots

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_slow_vectors
In Slow Mode, the difference is striking and we would use Dots only in special situations when we need to
see the true samples of the input signal. We still get some intensity grading though.
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Here is a similar pair of screenshots for Acquisition Mode Slow, Display Type Dots versus Vectors and
Color Grade On.

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_slow_dots_color

SDS1104X-E_Square_30MHz_10ns_slow_vectors_color
Once again, the difference is striking and we would use Dots only in special situations.
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A first glance at measurements
Have you noticed the measurements for peak-peak and amplitude for the examples in the SPO section?
They are different in every screenshot. That’s only natural, as the measurements can only be valid for one
single acquisition, whereas the amplitude of the carrier changes all the time because of the modulation.
To get meaningful measurements in this situation, we need to enable statistics.

MOD_10MHz_1kHz_50%_500us_Dots_IG_stat
Now we can see the minimum, maximum and mean value of the amplitude measurements. From these
figures, it becomes obvious that it’s indeed a 50% modulation, as min is roughly 50% of mean and max is
150% respectively.

Persistence Mode
Persistence is another feature for emulating analog scopes, because CRT screens always had some
persistence by nature and then there have been special analog storage scopes with very long persistence
times and the ability to explicitly clear the screen. This is just a means to make rare events better visible.
Instead of being displayed on the screen for just the fraction of a second, we can keep them displayed for
a certain time, 1s, 5s, 10s, 30s and infinite in case of the SDS1104X-E. Of course there is also a menu
button to clear the display, which is useful whenever a persistent image is no longer needed.
Here’s an example how persistence can be used to detect rare events.
Channel 4 still displays the already familiar amplitude modulated waveform, and it is worth noticing it is not
affected by the persistence mode. This is an important feature, as persistence doesn’t kill intensity or color
grading while still displaying unusual events.
An unsynchronized pulse, 10ns wide, is fed into channel 2 at a rate of 10Hz and it rarely can be seen for
the blink of an eye at the given timebase of 50ns/div. We see just a flat line almost all the time, just as in
the screenshot below.
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Pulse_10Hz_10ns_P0
Now let's turn on 30s persistence and wait a minute, just to see what happens.

Pulse_10Hz_10ns_P30
Now at a certain point we can even see 3 pulses at the same time, If channel 2 was expected to actually
be just DC, then the persistence mode gives us all the information to trigger on the undesired signal and
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subsequently look for correlated actions that might cause this. So it’s a nice tool for troubleshooting, but
certainly not the only one in this DSO.

Horizontal Zoom
Horizontal zoom is an important feature, particularly for deep memory scopes. There are two different
methods to accomplish this: Zoom Mode as well as changing timebase in stop mode after acquisition has
been completed.

Zoom Mode
Zoom Mode allows the observation of signal details at high time resolution while still keeping an eye on
the entire acquisition period at the same time. This works real time in run mode.
As an example, we can take a look at the Chirp signal at 1MHz from the optional SAG1021 AWG fed into
channel 4. This is a complex signal that cannot be properly displayed using a simple edge trigger, so for
this demonstration the sync signal from the SAG1021 is fed into channel 2 and the scope triggers on that.
Of course there are certain means as well as advanced triggers that would allow us to trigger from the
main signal, but that will be dealt with later in a separate chapter.
The following screenshot shows the full 140kpts record at 10µs/div in the (upper) main window and the
500ns/div zoom window below. Now we can see the entire record, spotting any interesting events or
anomalies, while inspecting signal details at the same time. Of course we can move the zoom window to
any position we like within the record.

Zoom_M10us_D0_Z500ns
Positioning the zoom window is normally done by adjusting the horizontal position control, which can
become tedious very quickly, especially with high zoom factors. The solution is to start with a lower zoom
factor, center the zoom window upon the event of interest and then zoom in further as needed.
This scope also provides a group of dedicated buttons for navigation, which make life a lot easier
whenever a certain portion of a long list or long record is to be inspected. This is particularly the case with
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the time axis, where we can zoom in up to 1:1000000, i.e. would have to scroll through 1 million screen
widths to get from one end of the record to the other.

Zoom_M10us_D0_Z100ns_D47us
Finally there is a screenshot showing a 1:100000 zoom ratio, i.e. a 10ns/div zoom window in a 1ms/div
record. This is rather extreme already.

Zoom_M1ms_D0_Z10ns
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Changing Timebase in Stop Mode
We can stop acquisition anytime by putting the scope into stop mode and then inspect signal details at
higher time resolution by simply selecting a faster timebase. This is easy as long as we are interested in
the signal details at the trigger point and the trigger position is at the center of the screen. In that case, we
can zoom in and out by just changing the timebase.
Sometimes we need to look at a signal detail at a point of the trace that has a certain delay with regard to
the trigger point. By zooming in (lowering the timebase) the point of interest will eventually move out of the
visible screen area. This is easy to handle though, as we just need to adjust the horizontal position control
in order to bring the signal detail to the center of the screen.
In the following example we are interested in the rising edge of the stair step in the middle of the
waveform, but are triggering on the falling edge. Of course we could easily trigger on the desired rising
edge directly, so this is just to demonstrate a situation as described above, where we set a certain delay
(500ns in this example) to bring the interesting part to the center of the screen width.

HPos_0_Delay+500ns_M200ns_FD
Now we can once again zoom in and out by just altering the timebase and the signal detail of interest will
stay at the center of the screen. This is called Constant Delay mode and is the default behavior.
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HPos_0_Delay+500ns_M100ns_FD
What if for some reason we want the trigger reference position not to be at the center, but at e.g. 10% of
the screen width, because it’s mainly the portion after the trigger that we are interested in? In default
mode, the trigger position changes together with the timebase to maintain a constant delay. To deal with
that scenario, we have to define a fixed reference position instead.

HPos_-5div_Delay+5div_M200ns_FP
Again we can zoom in/out by altering the timebase and the trigger position will stay put.
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HPos_-5div_Delay+5div_M100ns_FP
We still have no means to deal with scenarios where we want to look at a signal detail at a certain delay
with regard to the trigger position and the trigger position not being at the center of the screen. I’ve already
submitted a change request and got the confirmation that this will be implemented in a future update.

Vertical Zoom
Vertical zoom may be required for closer inspection of signal amplitude details. It can be done by altering
vertical gain/sensitivity in run as well as stop mode. This is easy as long as we are interested in the signal
details at the vertical trace position, which can be set at any height within the screen. In that case, we can
zoom in and out by just changing the vertical sensitivity. This is called Constant Position mode and is the
default behavior.
The example below shows a 400mVpp sine at the gain of 1V/div and at a position of -2 divisions, set by
the position control in constant position mode.
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VPos_Off0_Pos-2div_Gain1V_FP
If we want to magnify the waveform, we can increase the vertical sensitivity to 100mV/div and everything
works as expected: the trace position remains constant.

VPos_Off0_Pos-2div_Gain100mV_FP
Sometimes we need to look at a signal detail at a point of the trace that has a certain offset with regard to
the trace position. By zooming in (increasing the gain) the point of interest will eventually move out of the
visible screen area. To avoid this, we need to change the “Expand Setting” strategy to Constant Offset
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and then use the vertical position control to bring the signal detail to the center of the screen. In the
example below, the signal has a -2V DC offset that is compensated with the channel position control by
setting a +2V offset at 1V/div.

VPos_Off-2V_Pos+2V_Gain1V_FO
Once again we can zoom by changing the vertical gain and the trace position remains centered.

VPos_Off-2V_Pos+2V_Gain100mV_FO
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Of course this is again just a demonstration, as we could easily get rid of the DC offset by just changing
the input coupling to AC, but it would be different with a unipolar pulse train for example.
We still have no means to deal with scenarios where we want to look at a signal detail at a certain offset
with regard to the trace position and the trace position not being at the center of the screen. I’ve already
submitted a change request and got the confirmation that this will be implemented in a future update.

Reference Waveforms
Sometimes we want to compare a certain waveform in a circuit before and after a tweak or under various
conditions in general. This would be the main application for reference waveforms.
Here is a staircase waveform generated by an AWG in “Play Mode”, which means that all sample points
are output at max. sample speed. This causes a rather odd fixed output frequency, but at the same time it
avoids the errors and artifacts introduced by the normal DDS process.

SDS1104X-E_REF_Stair_Orig
So this is the clean waveform that is ideally suited to act as a reference that could be compared to the
same waveform output in DDS mode at a vastly different frequency.
Reference mode is enabled by pressing the [Ref] button on the front panel and then after selecting the
appropriate channel and the reference location, the Save soft menu button can be pressed. This saves
the current waveform on the selected channel to the selected internal location (REF A in this example).
This internal reference memory is permanent, so the stored reference waveforms will be retained over a
power cycle of the instrument.
The screenshot below shows the original waveform together with the reference on top.
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SDS1104X-E_REF_Stair_Save

SDS1104X-E_REF_Stair_Compare
The screenshot above shows the reference waveform recalled from REF A together with the same
waveform created in DDS mode at a much higher frequency than before. As expected, the differences are
pretty much invisible.
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The reference waveform has been shifted down a bit in order to make both waveforms clearly
distinguishable. This also demonstrates the possibilities to adapt the position and scale of the reference
waveform, so that offset and gain of a circuit can be compensated.
We can change the timebase as has been done in this example, but the reference waveform will always
remain the same. In some rare cases it might be useful to change the timebase for the reference
waveform, but this would require a re-sampling of the waveform, which is not going to give good results
for a small dataset like this. The reference files are just a few kilobytes in size and high quality re-sampling
would require to save the entire acquisition data, which might be up to 14Mpts (up to 140Mpts on a
SDS2kX), which is too high a prize for satisfying a rare use case.
Finally, a practical example shows the difference between a 200MHz SDS1202X-E and the 100MHz
1104X-E when rendering a 30MHz squarewave with ultra fast edges (<100ps). The reference waveform
has been saved to an USB stick on the SDS1202X-E and imported into REF D on the SDS1104X-E.
There is a minor bug as the imported reference waveform shows an original timebase of 50µs, whereas
5ns would be correct of course. Other than that, the difference in bandwidth clearly shows; the reference
waveform contains much more high frequency details. But then, for a fast signal like that, even 237MHz
(the actual -3dB bandwidth of the SDS1202X-E) is not nearly enough to show the true waveform – but at
least it’s a lot closer to the truth. For most applications the exact waveform does not matter as long as the
zero crossings and the amplitude are reasonably correct.

SDS1104X-E_REF_Square_30MHz_SDS1202X-E
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Acquisition
Memory Depth
The SDS1104X-E offers 4 different memory depths.
14k, 140k, 1.4M and 14M points for interleaved mode, i.e. only one channel per channel group (channel
groups are 1+2 and 3+4 respectively) is in use. In other words, this is any combination of (Ch.1 or Ch.2)
and/or (Ch.3 or Ch.4).
7k, 70k, 700k and 7M points for individual mode, i.e. all channels can be used in parallel.
In order to capture fast signal details even at slow time bases, we normally want to use the maximum
memory available and never touch that setting again. Yet there are some more advanced functions and
special use cases, where we might indeed want to limit the memory available for a single acquisition, e.g.
in Sequence mode and for segmented recording in general, as well as limiting the number of sample
points for FFT or speeding up acquisition at slow timebase settings.

Acquisition Modes
There are 4 dedicated basic acquisition modes, which determine the way captured data from the ADC is
preprocessed (and decimated, if necessary). On top of that, roll mode also qualifies as acquisition mode,
but could be looked at as an extension to normal and peak detect modes. It also has a dedicated physical
button on the front panel.

Normal
As the name suggests, this is the most commonly used acquisition mode. ADC data is processed at full
sample rate and stored in acquisition memory as long as there is enough space available. For 7/14Mpts
memory depth, this is the case up to a 1ms/div. At slower timebase settings, sample data have to be
th
decimated, that means just using only every n sample in order to virtually reduce the sample rate so the
data can fit the available memory.
Normal mode provides a faithful reproduction of the analog input signal within the constraints of the
effective sample rate, which is always displayed in the top right corner of the screen together with the
currently used record length.
This is a good place to show the test pulse used for some of the subsequent tests – and at the same time,
demonstrating the constraints of a 100MHz bandwidth. The test pulse is about 4ns wide and 1.2V in
amplitude, and it is generated at a rate of 1kHz. This is how it looks on a Siglent SDS2304X, which
happens to have a 3dB bandwidth of 375MHz at 200mV/div vertical sensitivity.
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Pulse_1kHz_4ns_BW375MHz
The automatic measurement shows the amplitude a little too high because of the undershoot caused by a
nd
suppressed 2 pulse – this is one of the many flaws of the pulse generator in use and should just be
ignored here. Pulse width measurement should be fairly accurate and transition times are pretty fast –
even though fall time also suffers from the before mentioned flaw.
Anyway, let’s just keep these numbers in mind when we compare the results with the SDS1104X-E, which
provides a 3dB bandwidth of 109MHz at 200mv/div:
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Pulse_1kHz_4ns_BW109MHz
As can be seen, the trace looks much smoother and the full amplitude is not reached – automatic
measurements only sees 1.15Vpp. Unsurprisingly, transition times are about 0.9ns higher and also the
pulse width is stretched by the same amount. Since the SDS1104X-E does not provide a 50Ω input
impedance, an external pass-through termination is used for this and all following tests, where a direct
connection from a signal source to the scope is made.
In any case, this is a fairly steep and narrow pulse and even though it exceeds the capability of a 100MHz
scope to accurately characterize it, we’re still able to use it for the following tests without problems.
First we look at the pulse train at a timebase of 1ms/div. In this scenario, the full 14Mpts of acquisition
memory are utilized and the full sample rate of 1GSa/s is still available. As expected, the pulses are
captured without problems. Color graded display is used for all the pulse tests, as this provides a much
better visibility in the screenshots.
Please note that the automatic measurements are fairly accurate (within the constraints of the limited
bandwidth) and we get proper results in the realm of single digit nanoseconds even though the timebase
is 1ms/div and the total record length covers a 14ms time interval.
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Normal_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_1ms

Lowering the timebase to 10ms/div reduces the sample rate to 100MSa/s. A zoom window of 1ms/div is
used to provide a direct comparison with the first screenshot.

Normal_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_10ms
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As a result, we get massive amplitude variations and it should be clear that sampling every 10ns will miss
some of the 4ns wide pulses completely – and it actually shows in the zoom window.
Lowering the timebase even further to 1s/div reduces the sample rate to only 1MSa/s. Notice that the
scope would automatically enter roll mode for timebase settings slower than 20ms/div, but we can easily
bring it back to normal mode by pressing the [Roll] button so that it is not illuminated anymore, thus
exiting roll mode.

Normal_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_1s
The main window consistently shows 4 pulses per second (where it should actually be 1000) and the
amplitudes vary quite a bit. The zoom window doesn’t show a single pulse – we don’t even see the trigger
event. How could that be? Well, the ADC and the digital trigger system always work at full speed, so
trigger performance doesn’t change. But the subsequent data decimation just throws away 99.9% of the
samples (1MSa/s vs. 1GSA/s), hence the probability to catch the trigger event is only 0.1%.

Peak Detect
Sample rate drops at slow time bases, which raises the risk of losing important signal details, like spikes
th
and glitches. Peak detect mode uses a different strategy for data decimation: instead of using every n
sample from the ADC stream, one min/max pair out of 2n samples is stored. This way we cannot miss a
transition; on the other hand we don’t get a faithful reproduction of the input signal anymore.
In actual fact, Peak Detect mode is nothing more than a crouch that no one would miss in a DSO with
sufficient acquisition memory. Unfortunately, the memory size requirements go through the roof pretty
quickly, so this isn’t a realistic option for the time being:
The SDS1x04X-E provides 14Mpts for 1GSa/s, thus full sample rate up to 1ms/div
The SDS2000X provides 140Mpts for 2GSa/s, thus full sample rate up to 5ms/div
The SDS1x04X-E has 100s/div as the slowest timebase setting – this would require 1.4Tpts of acquisition
memory to retain the full sample rate and make peak detect superfluous.
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Now let’s repeat the 1s/div test, where normal mode has failed completely. Once again, horizontal
timebase is 1s/div and swept mode is used instead of roll mode.

Peak_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_1s
Now this is something completely different. Even at a sample speed of only 1MSa/s, the main window is
completely filled with pulses and the zoom window shows that all the pulses are indeed captured. The
amplitude measurement is fairly accurate, but transition times are far off and the system cannot determine
a pulse width at all. Why is it so?
As already stated earlier, peak detect mode doesn’t provide a true representation of the input signal. Apart
from the measurements, this wasn’t obvious yet in the screenshot above, but it gets immediately revealed
if we zoom in a little further.
At 5µs/div, we can clearly see the Sinc pulse resulting from the sin(x)/x reconstruction of the severely
undersampled and misaligned data produced by the peak detect decimation scheme. According to what
we can see in the zoom window, the pulse would indeed have 1µs transition times, and the pulse width
would be somewhere around 1µs as well. Even when it’s totally wrong, why can’t the scope measure and
display the pulse width?
The answer gets immediately clear when looking at the next screenshot, where sin(x)/x reconstruction has
been turned off and simple x interpolation is used. We can see that the peak detect data doesn’t actually
define a pulse, but just a triangular spike, which cannot have a pulse width by definition.
It is important to understand such pitfalls and always get suspicious when the scope seems to fail – it
might just be the test scenario in itself being invalid. The moral of the story, never trust any pulse
measurements when in peak detect mode – at least not for measurement results close to the actual
effective sample speed. For the example here, it’s not by accident that the measurements read 1µs; this
simply happens because the effective sample rate is 1MSa/s, which means 1µs sample interval and no
measurement can provide a better resolution than that.
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Peak_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_1s_Z5us

Peak_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_1s_Z5us_x

Finally we take it to the extremes and try a timebase of 100s/div – this is the maximum setting for the
SDS1104X-E. Time for an extensive coffee break…
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Peak_Pulse_1kHz_4ns_100s
It works – just. We still get a pulse every millisecond, but the waveform distortion is already visible without
the need to zoom in any further. At a sample speed of only 10kSa/s, the pulses cannot be narrower than
200µs at their base. If the repetition rate of the pulses were a little higher, then even the fundamental
frequency of the pulse train would exceed half the sample rate, thus violating the Nyquist criterion. As a
result, we would get an aliased signal. Nevertheless the main window wouldn’t look any different and hint
us on the heavy signal activity going on.
CAUTION: As it just fits the topic, a warning appears in place here. Never ever use peak detect together
with FFT mode. Peak detect mode violates a fundamental requirement of digital signal acquisition, it is the
evenly spaced samples with regard to the time axis. This produces some artificial signal and the FFT of
this does not reflect the reality anymore.

Average
Average mode provides a gliding average over a number of subsequent acquisitions (records). The
SDS1104X-E provides a choice of 4, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024x averaging. This will not limit the
frequency response of the scope, but act as a high-pass filter to any signal modulation. We could also say
that it irons out any signal variations from one acquisition to the next, which also includes noise.
Consequently, average mode is a great means to clean up noisy static signals without limiting the
acquisition bandwidth. Since it requires a lot of memory and processing power, the maximum acquisition
length is limited to 1.4Mpts (interleaved mode, 700kpts with all 4 channels in use).
Let’s have a look at a 100MHz carrier 25% amplitude modulated with a 400Hz sine in normal acquisition
mode, shown in the screenshot below. The amplitude measurements are more or less meaningless, as
they are changing all the time at high speed, according to the modulation.
The actual carrier level is 500mVrms, but the scope will always show less as we’re approaching its
bandwidth limit.
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AVG_100MHz_AM25%_400Hz_normal
The next screenshot shows the very same signal, but this time in average mode with 16 averages
selected. Amplitude variation is only a few pixels now and we also get reasonable measurements.

AVG_100MHz_AM25%_400Hz_avg16
With the maximum of 1024 averages, we get an absolutely static signal, but no point in showing a
screenshot here, as it would look exactly the same and this is also true for the measurements.
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Now let’s examine the averaging effect on noise – we’re using spikes here. It is important that the noise
must not be related to (being in sync with) the signal, otherwise it would be treated as a part of the signal
and not be removed by averaging.
In this example, a 1kHz sine is used with 20ns pulses superimposed at a repetition rate of 4981Hz, so
they occur at different spots of the signal in each acquisition. Color graded display mode is used once
again to aid visibility in the screenshots.

AVG_1kHz_Sp4981Hz_normal
Now turning 16x averaging on, the spikes disappear completely.
We have a standard display now, because a filter mode like average does neither support color nor
intensity grading. This is not a big surprise, as there is no scan speed/frequency information available,
only the result of the (mathematical) signal processing.
It is worth noticing that triggering on noisy signals isn’t straight forward and we won’t get stable triggering
with the default settings. Fortunately, the SDS1104X-E provides plenty means to deal with situations like
this, which will be discussed in more detail in a later section.
Hint: for this example, simply HF-reject edge trigger was used, as can also be seen in the screenshots.
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AVG_1kHz_Sp4981Hz_avg16

Eres
Eres stands for “Extended Resolution” and is some specific kind of FIR filter applied to the sample data of
each individual record. Up to 3 bits resolution enhancement in steps of 0.5 is available. This will limit the
signal bandwidth, but has no direct impact on modulation other than possibly cutting the upper modulation
sideband. We could also say, Eres acts as a low-pass filter with somewhat obscure parameters.
Therefore, I don’t particularly like this mode, yet some investigations cannot hurt.
The table below shows the measured bandwidth of the SDS1104X-E at all available Eres bit settings for a
sample rate of 1GSa/s in interleaved mode (only one channel per channel group enabled).

Measured Bandwidth vs Eres bits interleaved
It is obvious that the input bandwidth of the SDS1104X-E is the limiting factor here, so any bandwidth
results >70MHz will most likely not be valid for e.g. the SDS1204X-E.
nd

A 2 series of measurements shows the Eres bandwidth for 500MSa/s in individual mode (both channels
in a group enabled), see the table below.
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Measured Bandwidth vs Eres bits individual
Surprisingly, the upper bandwidth limit of this Eres implementation doesn’t seem to be closely related to
the sample rate resulting from the channel configuration (individual/interleaved). But it is still proportional
to the effective sample rate resulting from timebase and memory depth changes, as is shown in the table
below for interleaved channel configuration:

Measured Eres Bandwidth vs Samplerate
In LeCroy scopes, Eres bandwidth can be calculated by multiplying the Nyquist frequency (half the
effective sample rate) by a factor specific for the resolution enhancement in bits:
Resolution
Enhancement
[Bits]
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

-3dB
Bandwidth
(x Nyquist]
0.5
0.241
0.121
0.058
0.029
0.016

This could be used as a coarse guide, but the bandwidth calculated from these parameters is slightly (5 15%) higher than what can actually be achieved on the SDS1104X-E (apart from the obvious bandwidth
limit of a 100MHz scope).
Eres mode may be helpful to clean up noisy dynamic signals, where averaging cannot be used. The
maximum acquisition length is limited to 1.4Mpts (interleaved mode, 700kpts with all 4 channels in use).
Beware that for the time being, Eres mode provides no true resolution enhancement. This is mainly
because of the display interface which is still limited to 8 bits. Siglent have promised to change this at
some point in the future, but this is treated as a low priority task, so it may take a while.
To demonstrate the effect of Eres acquisition mode, a 400Hz sine with a 56MHz sine superimposed was
used. The screenshot below shows what it looks like in normal acquisition mode.
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Eres_normal_400Hz_56MHz

With just 0.5 bits resolution enhancement we can already see a filtering effect.

Eres_05_400Hz_56MHz
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The next screenshot shows the same signal with 2 bits of resolution enhancement, which gets completely
rid of the high frequency signal components and cleans up the waveform quite nicely.

Eres_20_400Hz_56MHz
Be aware that Eres mode only supports 1.4Mpts memory length and the sample rate drops down to just
100MSa/s in this example. The effective bandwidth limits in this example are therefore 25.4MHz for 0.5
bits and 2.77MHz for 2 bits.

Roll Mode
This is not in the Acquisition menu, but has a dedicated button on the front panel. It also is not a
completely independent mode, but has to be combined with normal or peak detect.
Consequently, roll mode is a non-triggered continuous acquisition in either normal or peak detect mode,
similar to a strip chart recorder. The big advantage of this mode is the total lack of blind time, but there are
several restrictions to keep in mind:





Max. acquisition memory depth is limited to 1.4Mpts
Max. sample rate cannot be higher than 2MSa/s
Only available for time bases 50ms/div and slower
Cannot work with Average or Eres acquisition modes

Roll mode is automatically engaged for timebase settings of 50ms/div or slower, but can be manually
disabled, so that normal Y-t mode is still available. In these cases, a “Slow Acquisition” warning together
with a red activity bar shows on the screen.
Roll mode works continuously and untriggered as expected only in auto trigger mode. If normal trigger is
used, the acquisition is still triggered, which seems to defy the purpose, but other manufacturers seem to
offer this feature as well and there might actually exist some odd application for it.
The screenshot below shows an example of normal roll mode at 1s/div.
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Roll_normal
nd

In the 2 example, roll mode is combined with peak detect mode. Once again a 4ns wide pulse is fed into
channel 4 at a repetition rate of 1Hz. At 1s/div and with only 100kSa/s, all pulses are visible with only
slight variations in amplitude. Color mode has been used to aid the visibility of the narrow pulses in the
screenshot.
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Roll_peak

X-Y
In contrast to analog scopes, X-Y mode on a DSO is quite different and in any case not straight forward.
The timebase is still active and important, as the X-Y picture is based on regular Y-t acquisitions of Ch.1
and Ch.2 (and/or Ch.3 and Ch.4, as the SDS1104X-E can show two independent X-Y traces in parallel,
provided that all signals on all channels can be properly captured at the same timebase).
The SDS1104X-E is a bit special as it allows long memory in X-Y mode. Long memory considerably slows
down operation, which is already slow anyway, at least by analog scope standards. Consequently, we
want short memory (<700kpts, ideally just 7kpts) whenever possible. We just need to be careful as we
might introduce aliasing with complex signals.
As a result, we have to carefully adjust our signals and memory depth so that the screen shows at least
one full period of each signal involved and no aliasing occurs. At least we get a very reasonable update
speed with short memory. I've yet to find a reliable way to estimate the exact update rate, but it is certainly
fast enough to do the usual phase comparisons in realtime.
Siglent is going to implement the X-Y processing in hardware, thus speeding this mode up dramatically
with some future firmware update.
Once the signals are properly set up in Y-t mode as shown in the first screenshot, we get the expected
nd
Lissajous figure in X-Y mode shown in the 2 screenshot. The XY trace is fat and grainy, but what else
can we expect from barely 8-bit data (it’s actually just 200 visible codes) stretched on a 700x400 pixel
screen area? In Y-t mode we have still full resolution on the X-axis and intensity grading helps masking
the fact that every ADC code uses two horizontal pixels at once. In contrast, every X/Y data point uses
occupies 4 screen pixels at once. Still I’m convinced the X/Y appearance could be improved.
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XY_signals

XY_display
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Interpolation
There is a choice between x-interpolation and sin(x)/x reconstruction in the Acquisition menu. We can also
chose either dots or vectors in the Display menu, where the first setting could be located as well, since
both choices are closely related and do not actually affect acquisition in any way.
However, it is important to understand what these menu items do and how to use them properly. Refer to
the explanations in the sections below.

Dots + x
Display Type Dots and Interpolation x shows the true ADC samples and nothing else.

Dots + sin(x)/x
Display Type Dots and Interpolation sin(x)/x usually behaves exactly the same as Dots + x, i.e. only the
original samples are visible. But in rare instances it also shows a bunch of additional display points that
are the result of a digital sinc filter reconstruction. This is clearly a bug and I have only observed it once;
either of the two behaviors would be acceptable, but it should be consistent all the time.

Vectors + x
With Display Type Vectors and Interpolation x, a bunch of additional display points is generated as a
linear interpolation from one sample to the next. In other words, the existing ADC samples are
interconnected by straight lines. This is useful for “beautifying” signals like pulses and ramps, especially
when signal components close to or above Nyquist cause ringing and show the Gibbs phenomenon.

Vectors + sin(x)/x
With Display Type Vectors and Interpolation sin(x)/x, a bunch of additional display points is generated as
the result of a digital Sinc filter reconstruction. In other words, the existing ADC samples are fed into a
numerical Sinc filter, which should ideally act as a brick-wall low-pass at the Nyquist frequency. This is the
right mode for faithful reconstruction of sinusoidal waveforms near the Nyquist frequency.

Examples
The next two screenshots show a 100MHz sine sampled at 500MSa/s (because both channels in a
channel group are in use) and displayed in dots mode.
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INT_100MHz_500MSa_5ns_dots
The dots display yields a perfectly fine result as long as the scope is in run mode. If stopped, we only see
a single acquisition record and there are only a handful of isolated dots.

INT_100MHz_500MSa_5ns_dots_stop
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The next screenshot shows display mode vectors together with x-interpolation. This looks quite different to
the dots display we’ve seen before. With vectors and linear x interpolation, we seem to get an amplitudemodulated waveform rather than a stationary signal.
Dots display works flawlessly just because we only see the true ADC samples. Because of the fast
acquisition rate, we get a lot of acquisition records mapped into each display frame and the position of the
samples continuously changes, because there is no sync between signal and sample clock. This yields
plenty of samples (= displayed dots) to give the impression of a contiguous line.
Dots display always gives a faithful representation of the input signal, as long as there are no
signal components exceeding the Nyquist frequency (half the sample rate).
Vectors display together with x-interpolation does not show the truth though. This is because interpolation
has added artificial data points that do not match the real signal. Consequently, the real ADC data mixed
with the artificial interpolation date sum up to something completely new. So just keep in mind:
Linear (x) interpolation only works reasonably well for signals up to 1/10 of the sample rate.

INT_100MHz_500MSa_5ns_x
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INT_100MHz_500MSa_5ns_sinc
The screenshot above shows the same signal in vectors display mode, but this time with sin(x)/x
reconstruction. The result is pretty much the same as with dots mode, but in contrast it will work on a
single record and consequently show a contiguous line even in stop mode.
Finally, let's see how close the sinc filter implemented in the SDS1104X-E comes to an ideal brick-wall
filter. Today’s benchmark appears to be an acceptable reconstruction at 40% of the sample rate. With
both channels in a group, e.g. all four channels in use, the max. sample rate is 500MSa/s and 40% of this
would be 200MHz. Since the frontend bandwidth is limited to some 100MHz, we need to test this at an
even lower sample speed of 250MSa/s. To accomplish this, I’ve limited acquisition memory depth to 7kpts
and selected a time-base of 2µs/div.
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INT_100MHz_250MSa_2us_x
Of course, with a time-base that slow we cannot see anything meaningful. So we have to stop the
acquisition and then zoom into the waveform by simply adjusting the horizontal time-base to 5ns/div.
Now we can try both display methods even after the acquisition has been stopped.
The first following screenshot shows vectors with linear x-interpolation. The similarity with the original
signal is quite low – to say the least – and we already get an idea how this would look like in run mode.
The second following screenshot actually shows what it looks like in run mode. For this the zoom mode
has been used with 2µs/div main time-base in order to get the required sample-rate of 250MSa/s and a
zoomed time-base of 5ns/div to display an image comparable to the previous ones.
As can be seen, the waveform is now a complete mess and any similarity with the real signal would be
purely by chance.
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INT_100MHz_250MSa_5ns_x

INT_100MHz_250MSa_2us_x_Z5ns

Here’s the same situation, i.e. a 100MHz sine-wave captured at 250MSa/s and displayed at 5ns/div with
proper sin(x)/x reconstruction.
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INT_100MHz_250MSa_5ns_sinc

Finally an example where simple x-interpolation gives better usable results when compared to sin(x)/x
reconstruction:

INT_2MHz_stepup_100ns_x
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INT_2MHz_stepup_100ns_sinc

Signal Handling
This section deals with the DSO properties related to the frontend design and calibration, hence mainly
amplitude accuracy and bandwidth. Even though an oscilloscope is not a precision measurement device,
its accuracy specifications are still in the same ballpark as analog meters that were universally used
several decades ago – and then as now there are many tasks where we just don’t need more than that.
Yet we want to be sure that our instrument meets its specifications under all practical circumstances and
we can rely upon the test results we're getting out of it.

DC Accuracy
The first test looks at the DC accuracy of the trace display and the automatic measurements for all
available vertical gain settings. Environment temperature was 23°C and a self-calibration has been
performed after several hours of warm-up one day before the test started.
The table below shows the results of all measurements. For each vertical gain setting, measurements
have been performed for both polarities and three offsets (zero and ±3 divisions) with and without input
signal respectively, resulting in a total of seven measurements per range. The reason why measurements
with offset have been included is the probably widely unknown fact that not all DSOs will pass this test, so
I wanted to be thorough.
All ranges are well within spec, the green results are even within 25% of the specified error margin. If we
look at the error figures, it becomes clear that what we mostly see is nothing more than the inevitable
±1LSB error of the 8-bit ADC and this DSO can indeed compete with the most expensive analog meters.
Below there is also a graph providing a quick overview of the maximum offset and gain errors with respect
to the vertical gain setting. The table always shows the worst error figures out of all 7 measurements.
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SDS1104X-E_DC_Ranges_Accuracy

SDS1104X-E_DC_Accuracy_FS

The next test looks at the linearity over the full ADC range. At a vertical gain of 2V/div and with zero offset,
an accurate input voltage from -10V to +10V in steps of 0.5V has been applied and measured. Please
keep in mind, that the visible display range is only ±8V, according to 200 LSB of the ADC. Consequently,
this ±10V test covers 250 LSB, hence almost the entire 8-bit number range and possibly eating into the
calibration headroom. Results are shown in LSB instead of %, because that makes immediately clear how
close to the physical limits they actually are.
Peak-peak ADC noise is a little on the high side with up to 2 LSB in several spots, yet mean and RMS
values stay within ±1 LSB pretty much throughout the range.
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SDS1104X-E DC_Linearity@G2V

Finally, a practical test measuring an accurate DC voltage of +205V ±20ppm at the scope input directly is
shown. To do this, the vertical gain has been selected as 2V/div, because this is the most sensitive range
that allows an offset up to ±200V. And that’s exactly what has been used here. With an offset of -200V,
the +205V input voltage causes a deviation of +2.5 divisions from the center, and automatic
measurements should indicate a voltage of +205V. As this is pure DC, Max, Top, Mean and RMS
measurements should all give pretty much identical results – and they certainly do. The error of the mean
measurement is <0.08%!

DCOS_200V_205
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AC Accuracy
This test looks at the AC accuracy of the trace display and some automatic measurements for most of the
available vertical gain settings. Environment temperature was 23°C and a self-calibration has been
performed after several hours of warm-up one day before the test started.
The graph below shows the results of all measurements. For each vertical gain setting, measurements
have been performed for three offsets (zero and ±2 divisions) , with and without input signal respectively,
resulting in a total of 7 measurements for each gain setting. The reason why measurements with offset
have been included is the probably widely unknown fact that not every DSO will pass this test.

SDS1104X-E_AC_Accuracy@1MHz
With a maximum error of 5%, all tested ranges are well within spec, which would be 1dB or approximately
10.9%. If results are limited to the tests with zero offset, the error never exceeds 2.5% as can be seen in
the diagram below.

SDS1104X-E_AC_Accuracy_Zero_Offset@1MHz
Next is the AC linearity test which should answer the question how low a signal can be measured with
reasonable accuracy. The graph looks odd because the error is measured in LSBs of the ADC and the
test covers an absolutely unrealistic 60dB range, whereas only some 26dB are actually usable. This is still
a very respectable result, as it actually means we can measure a signal with just 0.5 divisions peak to
peak amplitude pretty accurately. A screenshot has been added to demonstrate just this. The automatic
measurement of the 15mVrms input signal is pretty much spot-on despite the low amplitude of only half a
division peak to peak.
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SDS1104X-E AC_Lin@1MHz_200mV_Avg16

SDS1104X-E_AC_Accuracy_1MHz_05div

We also want to check the vertical gain deviation of channels 2 to 4 with reference to channel 1. The test
is done at a frequency of 1MHz for all vertical gain settings up to 1V/div. The differences are fairly low and
certainly acceptable, particularly for a cheap entry level scope like this. Except for Ch.2 at 500µV/div, the
error does not exceed 1.5%.
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SDS1104X-E_Channel_Gain_Deviation@1MHz

Finally we want to see the impact of the ADC mode (interleaved/individual) on the signal amplitude. The
key for this is the number of active channels. With only one active channel per channel group, the ADC
and memory resources that would normally be used for the second channel are now associated with that
single active channel (interleaved mode), thus giving us twice the sample rate and acquisition memory. Of
course this affects the measured signal amplitude, particularly at high frequencies.
The following graphs show the deviation of peak to peak and rms measurements between one and two
channels per group for frequencies from 100Hz up to 50MHz.

SDS1104X-E_Amplitude_Vpp_Difference
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SDS1104X-E_Amplitude_Vrms_Difference
The deviation is pretty much negligible for frequencies up to some 10MHz and still well within
specifications above that. It comes as little surprise that the deviation rises significantly at high
frequencies, where the difference in sample rate has indeed a substantial impact on measurement
accuracy. But this is also the area where a +2/-3dB error is specified, so there's still no reason to
complain.

Bandwidth
For this test, only the 100MHz SDS1104X-E was available. The table below shows the measurement
results for all vertical gain settings up to 1V/div.

SDS1104X-E_BW
Since there has to be an explicit bandwidth limiter somewhere in this scope, it comes as no surprise that
the actual bandwidth is only slightly higher than specified.
The graph below shows the individual frequency responses up to 200MHz for all tested vertical gain
settings from 500µV/div to 1V/div.
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SDS1104X-E_BW_Graph
The next graph shows the frequency response at 200mV/div with 20MHz bandwidth limit activated.

SDS1104X-E_Frequency_Response_BW_Limit_20MHz

Actual 3dB bandwidth limit has been measured as 18.6MHz, which is well within the specified tolerance of
±40%.
I do not have any data for the SDS1204X-E, but its frontend is most likely pretty much identical to the
SDS1202X-E whose bandwidth measurement data can be found in the table below.
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SDS1202X-E_BW

Input Impedance
Bandwidth measurements are always compromised by parasitic impedances, which we’ll take a closer
look at in this section.
If we use the probes, then the input capacitance of the probe will present an increasing load to the signal
source at higher frequencies, which lets the amplitude drop and might even cause signal distortion. In
most cases, the stray inductance of the ground connection adds to that and turns the probe into a series
resonance circuit. This is why it is essential to use the probe BNC adaptor whenever the probe bandwidth
is to be determined.
For the majority of tests, a direct BNC connection is used and this has it’s pitfalls as well. In general
purpose high frequency test & measurement instruments, 50Ω impedance for the inputs is common. The
same is true for coax cables e.g. RG58 used in the lab. A flat frequency response, thus high signal fidelity
can only be obtained if the entire connection from the signal source to the scope input is precisely 50Ω
throughout. Signal generators usually have a 50Ω output, laboratory coax cables and connectors are 50Ω,
but scope inputs are often not – particularly not in low cost general purpose scopes. Better general
purpose scopes provide a switchable 50Ω input impedance, but e.g. the SDS1000X-E does not.
In theory, we can use an external 50Ω pass-through terminator to make any scope 50Ω compatible. The
1MΩ Input resistance would be negligible in this case, but the input capacitance (15pF for the SDS1104XE) is not. The 3dB corner frequency of this combination is 212MHz. There are several adverse effects
because of the input capacitance of the scope:
1. Additional attenuation at higher frequencies because of the capacitive loading. It would be -3dB at
212MHz for the SDS1104X-E.
2. The end of the BNC cable is not properly terminated anymore at higher frequencies. Depending
on the cable length this will cause ripple in the overall frequency response.
3. The two topics mentioned above would apply for most scopes that can set the input impedance to
50Ω internally. For an external pass-through termination, there is some distance between the 50Ω
resistor and the input capacitance, causing an even worse mismatch and making matters all the
more obscure, but this most likely only plays a role at really high frequencies >1GHz.
Sometimes people don’t have an external pass-through terminator available and use a BNC-T + BNC
Termination. Let’s compare the two methods. The pass-through terminator is a RS-456-150-50Ω which is
the Tyco part B35 X13 • 999 X99 – unfortunately there’s no specification. The equivalent end terminations
are specified with a VSWR of 1.1 up to 1GHz. The terminator on the BNC-T is not specified either, but at
one point I have bought a bunch of different BNC terminators, kept the best and threw away the rest. So it
is a good one. Now let’s see how the two solutions compare – just the through termination, not plugged
into the scope. Magenta is the RS-456-150-50Ω, yellow the BNC-T with selected terminator at one end.
nd
Both solutions work fine up to 500MHz, with a return loss >20dB, equivalent to a VSWR <1.25. The 2
screenshot shows the return loss of both solutions when plugged into the scope input.
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RL_Ext_Comp

RL_SDS_Ext_Comp
As expected, this is significantly worse, but still not quite as bad as suspected. It is interesting though that
the BNC-T works slightly better than the dedicated pass-through terminator. Return loss is particularly bad
at 220MHz, where it is almost down to 6dB, equivalent to a VSWR of 3. Interestingly, it gets better again
at higher frequencies.
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Particularly for the SDS1104X-E we get a return loss of some -9dB and VSWR <2.2 at 100MHz. The
situation is only really satisfactory for frequencies up to some 50MHz.

Low Frequency Response
There are at least two concerns about the low frequency response in an oscilloscope:



Lower bandwidth limit with AC input coupling
Gain flatness at the crossover region in the split path input buffer

The first topic is easily measured and the Siglent 1104X-E has its lower bandwidth limit at about 1.2Hz for
-3dB and 3Hz for -1dB. This is a good choice, as with these values AC coupling covers most practical AC
signal applications, while response to DC offset voltage changes is still reasonably fast.
A quick check of the proper design and adjustment of the crossover networks for the split path input buffer
can be done by viewing a 100Hz square wave. This is independent of input coupling, so DC coupling is
used again.

SDS1104X-E_LF_Square_100Hz
This doesn’t look particularly bad, though not 100% perfect, but this could also be the signal source.
Another test method is just checking the frequency response in the ranges 10Hz to 10kHz and 1kHz.
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SDS1104X-E_LF_SWEEP_10Hz-10kHz

SDS1104X-E_LF_SWEEP_10Hz-1kHz
Frequency response is certainly flat. So the split path input buffer is well designed and properly adjusted.
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Probe Bandwidth PP510
The Siglent SDS1104X-E came with slim 100MHz probes PP510 with switchable attenuation x1 and x10.
As we all know, x1 mode is of limited use because of the high capacitive loading (approx. 100pF) and
limited bandwidth. The most common application would be checking power supply rails for ripple and
noise.
The following graph shows the frequency response with a 3dB bandwidth slightly above 9MHz for 50
ohms source impedance.

SDS1104X-E_Probe_x1_BW

The following screenshot shows the frequency response of the SDS1104X-E with 4 different x10 probes
and with direct coax connection as a reference.
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SDS1104X-E_Probe_x10_BW

SDS1104X-E_ProbeOnly_x10_BW

The screenshot above shows the difference between each probe and the direct connection. The following
probes have been tested:





Siglent PP510, 100MHz
Siglent PP215, 200MHz
Siglent SP2030A, 300MHz
Picotech TA131, 250MHz

It can be seen that the supplied standard probe PP510 is not bad at all; up to 50MHz it is clearly the best
choice. Above that frequency, the Picotech TA131 performs a little better, but the difference is still just
0.5dB @ 100MHz.
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Some might think a faster probe is always better, but that’s clearly not the case when looking e.g. at the
SP2030A. At the same time, this very same probe works perfectly fine together with an SDS2304X scope
and extends its bandwidth up to 450MHz! Probes should be matched with the particular scope input
characteristics and the Siglent PP510 certainly is a pretty good match for the SDS1104X-E. Yet it should
be noted that the differences are not huge and probe matching is generally a less critical issue for slower
scopes.

Noise
This scope provides an exceptional high input sensitivity of 500µV/div at full bandwidth. Of course the
actual sensitivity is limited by the input noise of the scope – which cannot be low in an overvoltageprotected high impedance input amplifier. This also shows by the fact that the scope noise is more or less
independent of the external load impedance. In other words, it remains the same, whether the input is
shorted to ground or left open.
Whenever screenshots are published to demonstrate the low noise of a scope, we usually can assume
that the scope settings have been carefully selected to make the results look good. Noise performance is
affected by so many parameters, like bandwidth, memory depth, sample speed and screen update rate,
which are all directly proportional to the exhibited noise amplitude.
In this review, we do the opposite by using a fairly slow timebase, where the 1/f noise already takes its toll
and we can see 700kpts mapped to the screen, yet some 300 waveforms per second, resulting in a total
of about 7.7Mpts per screen refresh – which is quite a lot of data to look at in a single picture.
The screenshot below shows a 10kHz sine with only 1mVpp amplitude. The trace is fat and noisy, the
peak to peak measurement reads much too high (+38%) because of the noise, but Vrms and frequency
measurements are pretty close and overall, this is still a fairly decent result.

Noise_10kHz_1mVpp_normal_full
With the 20MHz bandwidth limit, noise is significantly reduced already. Even the very sensitive peak to
peak voltage measurement gets much closer and exhibits only 14% error now.
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Noise_10kHz_1mVpp_normal_limit

Instead of an input bandwidth limit, we can use the average acquisition mode. With just 16 averages,
noise isn’t an issue anymore and all automatic measurements are pretty much spot-on.

Noise_10kHz_1mVpp_avg16_full
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What has been demonstrated before is just one isolated use case – and with a signal frequency of just
10kHz certainly hasn’t hit the sweet spot. So a more detailed examination is in order. The following
diagrams show offset, peak-peak and RMS noise for all vertical gain settings at 50ns/div, for full
bandwidth and also with 20MHz bandwidth limit.
SDS 1104X-E Noise BW Full
Gain
[mV/div]
0,5
1
2
5
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10000

Noise
[mVpp]
0,360
0,360
0,380
0,403
0,464
1,590
2,000
3,980
13,100
19,940
0,200
84,000
229,000
468,000

Noise
[mVrms]
0,063
0,064
0,069
0,084
0,090
0,195
0,702
0,633
4,000
3,030
0,011
38,100
30,500
152,000

Mean
[mV]
-0,018
-0,015
-0,061
-0,023
-0,377
0,022
-1,700
0,121
4,120
-0,527
-0,001
29,100
5,120
-328,000

Offset
[mV]
-0,02
-0,02
-0,06
-0,02
-0,38
0,02
-1,70
0,12
4,12
-0,53
0,00
29,10
5,12
-328,00

Offset
[LSB]
-0,88
-0,38
-0,76
-0,12
-0,94
0,03
-0,85
0,03
0,52
-0,03
0,00
0,36
0,03
-0,82

Peak
Noise
[LSB]
18,0
9,0
4,8
2,0
1,2
2,0
1,0
1,0
1,6
1,0
0,0
1,1
1,1
1,2

RMS
Noise
[LSB]
LSB [mV]
3,1
0,020
1,6
0,040
0,9
0,080
0,4
0,200
0,2
0,400
0,2
0,800
0,4
2,000
0,2
4,000
0,5
8,000
0,2
20,000
0,0
40,000
0,5
80,000
0,2
200,000
0,4
400,000
Offset [LSB]
Peak Noise [LSB]
RMS Noise [LSB]

SDS 1104X-E Noise BW Full
20,00
18,00
16,00
14,00

LSB

12,00
10,00
8,00
6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00
-2,00
0,5

1

2

5

10

20

50

100

Vert. [mv/div]

SDS1104X-E Noise BW_full
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SDS 1104X-E Noise BW 20MHz

Gain
[mV/div]
0,5
1
2
5
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10000

Noise
[mVpp]
0,150
0,160
0,200
0,180
0,400
0,140
2,000
3,980
10,730
0,600
0,000
80,000
200,000
405,000

Noise
[mVrms]
0,028
0,031
0,044
0,057
0,058
0,008
0,323
0,618
3,770
0,025
0,000
34,000
31,000
80,500

Mean
[mV]
-0,070
-0,070
-0,111
-0,051
-0,390
-0,001
-1,940
0,111
3,080
-0,002
0,000
22,000
5,750
-38,000

Offset
[mV]
-0,07
-0,07
-0,11
-0,05
-0,39
0,00
-1,94
0,11
3,08
0,00
0,00
22,00
5,75
-38,00

Offset
[LSB]
-3,50
-1,75
-1,39
-0,26
-0,98
0,00
-0,97
0,03
0,39
0,00
0,00
0,28
0,03
-0,10

Peak
Noise
[LSB]
7,5
4,0
2,5
0,9
1,0
0,2
1,0
1,0
1,3
0,0
0,0
1,0
1,0
1,0

RMS
Noise
[LSB]
LSB [mV]
1,4
0,020
0,8
0,040
0,6
0,080
0,3
0,200
0,1
0,400
0,0
0,800
0,2
2,000
0,2
4,000
0,5
8,000
0,0
20,000
0,0
40,000
0,4
80,000
0,2
200,000
0,2
400,000
Offset [LSB]
Peak Noise [LSB]
RMS Noise [LSB]

SDS 1104X-E Noise BW 20MHz
10,00
8,00
6,00

LSB

4,00
2,00
0,00
-2,00
-4,00
-6,00
0,5

1

2

5

10

20

50

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

Vert. [mv/div]

SDS1104X-E Noise BW_20M
It turns out that the ranges 10, 50, 100 and 500mV/div and 1 to 10V/div are really low nose with a peak
amplitude of no more than 1ADC LSB. The 1V/div is particularly almost noise-free.
Noise not only depends on the total bandwidth, but also the lower bandwidth limit, for at least two reasons.



1/f noise of the high impedance FET input amplifier
DC overvoltage protection for the DC path of the input amplifier results in high source impedance
and attenuation on top of that, which needs to be compensated by additional amplifier gain.
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SDS 1104X-E Noise, Full BW
Timebase
[s/div]
1,00E-3
500,00E-6
200,00E-6
100,00E-6
50,00E-6
20,00E-6
10,00E-6
5,00E-6
2,00E-6
1,00E-6
500,00E-9
200,00E-9
100,00E-9
50,00E-9
20,00E-9
10,00E-9
5,00E-9
2,00E-9
1,00E-9

Noise
[mVpp]
0,673
0,643
0,615
0,592
0,573
0,548
0,533
0,509
0,480
0,460
0,435
0,405
0,381
0,356
0,337
0,302
0,223
0,180
0,143

Noise
[mVrms]
0,068
0,067
0,065
0,064
0,064
0,064
0,064
0,064
0,063
0,063
0,063
0,062
0,062
0,062
0,062
0,060
0,047
0,044
0,039

Max.SR

1,00E+9 Max. Mem

Peak
Noise
[LSB]
33,7
32,2
30,8
29,6
28,7
27,4
26,7
25,5
24,0
23,0
21,8
20,3
19,1
17,8
16,9
15,1
11,2
9,0
7,2

RMS
Noise
[LSB]
LSB [mV] Mem [Pts]
3,4
0,020 14,00E+6
3,3
0,020
7,00E+6
3,2
0,020
2,80E+6
3,2
0,020
1,40E+6
3,2
0,020 700,00E+3
3,2
0,020 280,00E+3
3,2
0,020 140,00E+3
3,2
0,020 70,00E+3
3,2
0,020 28,00E+3
3,1
0,020 14,00E+3
3,1
0,020
7,00E+3
3,1
0,020
2,80E+3
3,1
0,020
1,40E+3
3,1
0,020 700,00E+0
3,1
0,020 280,00E+0
3,0
0,020 140,00E+0
2,4
0,020 70,00E+0
2,2
0,020 28,00E+0
2,0
0,020 14,00E+0

14,00E+6

SDS 1104X-E Noise BW Full

NOISE
fc_low
[Hz]
71E+0
143E+0
357E+0
714E+0
1E+3
4E+3
7E+3
14E+3
36E+3
71E+3
143E+3
357E+3
714E+3
1E+6
4E+6
7E+6
14E+6
36E+6
71E+6

Peak Noise [LSB]

Hor. [s/div]

SDS1104X-E Noise_vs_time BW_full
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26,0
24,0
22,0
20,0
18,0
16,0
14,0
12,0
10,0
8,0
6,0
4,0
2,0
0,0
1,00E-3

LSB

RMS Noise [LSB]
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SDS 1104X-E Noise, BW 20MHz
Timebase
[s/div]
1,00E-3
500,00E-6
200,00E-6
100,00E-6
50,00E-6
20,00E-6
10,00E-6
5,00E-6
2,00E-6
1,00E-6
500,00E-9
200,00E-9
100,00E-9
50,00E-9
20,00E-9
10,00E-9
5,00E-9
2,00E-9
1,00E-9

Noise
[mVpp]
0,352
0,328
0,298
0,285
0,270
0,254
0,245
0,230
0,214
0,198
0,186
0,170
0,158
0,145
0,145
0,128
0,101
0,073
0,058

Noise
[mVrms]
0,037
0,034
0,031
0,030
0,030
0,030
0,029
0,029
0,028
0,028
0,027
0,027
0,027
0,027
0,027
0,026
0,023
0,017
0,014

Max.SR

1,00E+9 Max. Mem

Peak
Noise
[LSB]
17,6
16,4
14,9
14,3
13,5
12,7
12,3
11,5
10,7
9,9
9,3
8,5
7,9
7,3
7,3
6,4
5,1
3,7
2,9

RMS
Noise
[LSB]
LSB [mV] Mem [Pts]
1,9
0,020 14,00E+6
1,7
0,020
7,00E+6
1,6
0,020
2,80E+6
1,5
0,020
1,40E+6
1,5
0,020 700,00E+3
1,5
0,020 280,00E+3
1,5
0,020 140,00E+3
1,5
0,020 70,00E+3
1,4
0,020 28,00E+3
1,4
0,020 14,00E+3
1,4
0,020
7,00E+3
1,3
0,020
2,80E+3
1,3
0,020
1,40E+3
1,3
0,020 700,00E+0
1,4
0,020 280,00E+0
1,3
0,020 140,00E+0
1,1
0,020 70,00E+0
0,8
0,020 28,00E+0
0,7
0,020 14,00E+0

14,00E+6

SDS 1104X-E Noise BW 20MHz

NOISE
fc_low
[Hz]
71E+0
143E+0
357E+0
714E+0
1E+3
4E+3
7E+3
14E+3
36E+3
71E+3
143E+3
357E+3
714E+3
1E+6
4E+6
7E+6
14E+6
36E+6
71E+6

Peak Noise [LSB]
RMS Noise [LSB]

18,0
16,0
14,0

LSB

12,0
10,0
8,0
6,0
4,0
2,0

Hor. [s/div]

SDS1104X-E Noise_vs_time BW_20M
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The graphs above show input noise for all timebase settings from 1ms/div to 1ns/div at maximum vertical
sensitivity of 500µV/div. We can see a continuous 1/f characteristic for the peak to peak noise amplitude.
In contrast, the RMS reading is fairly constant and clearly doesn’t tell the full story.

Trigger
The trigger is one of the most important features of any oscilloscope, since we can only analyze a signal
that we are able to trigger in a reliable and stable manner. Consequently, this section deals with the
trigger system and its various options in the Siglent SDS1104X-E, which has a modern fully digital trigger
system. Expectations are high, because triggering has been excellent on previous Siglent X-series DSOs.

Trigger Coupling
This gives us the opportunity of filtering the sampled input signal data (by means of digital signal
processing) before the actual trigger condition is checked. If this is done in a proper way that suits the
application, we can often get a stable trigger even on complex and/or noisy signals. There are four
choices of trigger signal coupling and consequently filtering:





DC: The entire input frequency range – no filtering.
AC: High-pass filter with a lower corner frequency of about 8Hz
LFRJ (LF-Reject): High-pass filter with a corner frequency of about 2MHz
HFRJ (HF-Reject): Low-pass filter with a corner frequency of about 2.2MHz

The corner frequency of AC coupling can be determined by the phase shift between trigger point and
signal.

SDS1104X-E_Trig_AC_Corner
Cursor measurement is used to determine the phase shift. The difference between both cursors X2-X1 is
half the period of the input signal, hence its frequency is 1/(2 x 0.06) = 1/0.12 = 8.33Hz. The easier way is
to just divide the frequency calculation of the cursor measurement by two: 16.67Hz/2 = 8.33Hz.
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We have 45deg phase shift when the trigger reference point sits at precisely 75% of the distance between
X1 and X2. Since X1 – Ref. = 45.00ms and X2 – Ref. = 15.00ms and 3 x 15.00 = 45.00, this condition is
perfectly met in the screenshot above.
For LF/HF-Reject trigger coupling, the corner frequencies cannot be determined in the same way, as
apparently a higher order filter is implemented. Instead, a reliable triggering on a 1div peak-peak signal
has been used as criterion in order to get the numbers listed above.

AC Trigger Coupling
Most of the time we use DC coupling for the trigger, and there is not much to tell about it, other than it
works just as it should. We rather want to examine AC trigger coupling now.
Why and when would we need AC coupling for the trigger at all? Usually, we make that choice for the
channel input and if we select AC coupling there, the trigger will inevitably be AC coupled as well. So
there we already have the answer – we have the opportunity to force the trigger into AC coupling, even
when the corresponding input channel is DC coupled. This can be useful for AC signals that have a DC
offset that we want to watch on the screen. The offset might change with time and we still don’t want to
lose triggering.
AC trigger coupling does not display a trigger level indicator, which I’m not happy with, but Siglent don’t
seem to be willing to change that.
The following test uses a 200mVpp 1MHz sine wave that is superimposed on a 600mVpp symmetrical
ramp signal at 100mHz, which acts as a variable DC offset here. As if this weren’t enough, this signal has
a fixed offset of +1V on top of that, which needs to be removed by means of the vertical position control.

SDS1104X-E_Trig_AC
With DC trigger coupling, triggering would only occur about 1/3 of the total time in this scenario and even
then the horizontal position would not be stable because of the ever changing trigger level (relative to the
AC portion of the input signal).
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It’s totally different if we use AC trigger coupling. The trigger level is set to zero which is actually always
equivalent to the mean level of a symmetrical input signal. With this, triggering occurs always at the same
point on the X-axis, no matter what the DC offset or low frequency instantaneous signal level is. The
waveform constantly changes its vertical position on the screen, but remains stable on the time axis.
Persistence mode has been used for the screenshot above, to indicate the slow vertical movement of the
signal.

Trigger Sensitivity
Trigger sensitivity in Edge mode depends on the Noise Reject setting (hysteresis), but also the trigger
level, whether it is automatically set (by pushing the trigger level knob) or manually tweaked. Here are the
sensitivities expressed in vertical divisions for all possible combinations:





Noise Reject off, manual trigger level: 0.32 div.
Noise Reject off, automatic trigger level: 0.60 div.
Noise Reject on, manual trigger level: 0.88 div.
Noise Reject on, automatic trigger level: 1.60 div.

The following screenshots demonstrate all four settings listed above.

SDS1104X-E_Trig_32%_ML
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SDS1104X-E_Trig_60%_AL

SDS1104X-E_Trig_NR_88%_ML
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SDS1104X-E_Trig_NR_160%_AL

Trigger Stability
Another interesting aspect of a trigger system is stability, i.e. the absence of excessive jitter, as well as
synchronous triggering on all channels so that accurate time measurements are possible.
Let’s start with the stability of the trigger point which actually means stability of the trigger level and in
case of a digital trigger – as it is implemented here – also the proper interpolation of samples to determine
the exact trigger point.
A very accurate and stable 100MHz signal derived from an OCXO is fed into channel 4 of the SDS1104XE and the fastest timebase of 1ns/div is used together with its associated maximum time delay of 9.99µs.
Generally, the trigger delay is limited to 9999 times the time base setting. Persistence mode with 10s
decay time has been enabled in order to make any signal variation clearly visible on the screenshot.
Please note that the actual trigger point is far outside the visible screen area by some 714 screen widths
and the delay has been fine adjusted so that the falling edge is exactly at the centre of the screen, while
the original trigger is on the rising edge.
As can be seen, there is not the slightest sign of jitter in either direction. The signal trace is just rock-stable
and automatic measurement has even accurately determined the signal frequency.
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SDS1104X-E_Trig_1ns_D10us

The second test looks at the skew between channels, which of course should ideally be nonexistent, i.e.
zero. A stable 100MHz signal was used to feed all four channels in parallel through a 4-way power splitter
and 4 coaxial RG58 cables with the exact same length of 1 meter. No external input termination was used
for the scope channels this time, as I didn’t have four identical ones at hand. I certainly do not recommend
feeding signals into the scope this way, let alone at high frequencies like this, but for this particular test it
is acceptable and even so the result leaves nothing to be desired.
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SDS1104X-E_Trig_1ns_Skew
At the fastest timebase of 1ns/div, we can see the small differences in the frequency response of the
individual channels, as the amplitudes are slightly different, but there is barely any skew visible between
channels. In any case, possible deviations are well below ±100ps and I don’t have the means to
guarantee that all four signals actually arrive at the scope inputs at the exact same picosecond anyway.
However, this is a very pleasing result.

Triggering Noisy Signals
Triggering isn’t always straightforward; complex signals, crosstalk and noise often require additional
measures to get a stable signal trace that can be properly analyzed.
First decision we have to make is the proper trigger coupling. As has been stated earlier, this means
limiting the trigger bandwidth in a way that suits the application. For this purpose, LF and HF reject trigger
coupling are most important.



LFRJ (LF-Reject): High-pass filter with a corner frequency of about 2MHz
HFRJ (HF-Reject): Low-pass filter with a corner frequency of about 2.2MHz

Another means for aiding stable triggering on complex signals with a known period is the Hold-off time.
This simply inhibits triggering for a certain customizable time window.
Finally, the trigger level hysteresis is a critical parameter as well. A higher hysteresis can help to deal with
fuzzy signals, but this also reduces trigger sensitivity significantly. Consequently, the Siglent SDS1104X-E
provides two levels of trigger hysteresis, which can be toggled by means of the [Noise Reject] menu
button.
Now let’s have a look at some practical examples for the use of trigger coupling, noise reject and hold-off
to help with the triggering in certain situations.
First a 1kHz sine wave with random spikes superimposed. Trigger conditions are ambiguous and regular
DC coupled edge trigger initially does not yield a stable waveform display.
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Trig_Spikes_DC

A hold-off time slightly less than the signal period works a treat.

Trig_Spikes_DC_Holdoff
Alternatively, we can use HF-Reject trigger coupling (to ignore the spikes) to get a stable trigger.
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Trig_Spikes_HF_Reject

A similar example shows a very noisy 1MHz sine wave. Standard DC trigger does not work well at all.

Trig_1MHz_Noise_-20dB_DC
Noise Reject does exactly what its name implies – problem solved.
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Trig_1MHz_Noise_-20dB_DC_NR
Once again, HF-Reject works just as well.

Trig_1MHz_Noise_-20dB_HFRej
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Trigger Types
The SDS1104X-E comes with a fairly comprehensive set of advanced trigger types, each of them having
a bunch of options, hence not all combinations could be tested. The following sections demonstrate the
application of advanced triggers on complex signals, where it would be very difficult or even impossible to
just use the default edge trigger.

Edge
Edge trigger is used throughout this review, even with its additional features like Hold-off and Noise Reject
in order to deal with difficult signals, so no need to introduce it here again.

Slope
We have to define two threshold levels which are used to measure the slope (transition time) of an edge.
Options are rising or falling slope, transition time greater or less than a customizable reference value,
transition time in- or outside a customizable reference window and Noise Reject.
The example shows the zoomed view of a swept sine 500mVpp, 1kHz to 10kHz, where we want to trigger
exactly on the transition from 10kHz to 1kHz, or more precisely, on the rising edge of the very first sine
period at 1kHz. This is impossible with edge trigger, but a rising slope trigger set for transition times
>=130µs within a ±100mV window does the trick.

Trig_Slope

Pulse
Triggers on a certain pulse width range. Options are positive or negative pulse, pulse width greater or less
than a customizable reference time, pulse width in- or outside a customizable reference time window and
Noise Reject.
The example shows the zoomed view of a swept sine 500mVpp, 1kHz to 10kHz, where we want to trigger
on the falling edge of the very first sine period at 1kHz. This is impossible with edge trigger, but a positive
pulse trigger set for pulse widths >=300µs works quite nicely.
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Trig_Pulse

Video
Video trigger is not often needed nowadays and I don’t have any trigger source for that. It looks pretty
comprehensive though. Please refer to the user manual for more details.

Trig_Video
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Window
We have to specify two threshold levels to form a window that defines the valid signal amplitude range.
Options are absolute or relative window definition and Noise Reject.
The example shows a random signal 500mVpp at 10kHz, where we want to trigger on the prominent
peaks. This is perfectly possible with edge trigger for one polarity, but a window trigger set for a valid
range of -220mV/+228mV works for positive and negative spikes at the same time.

Trig_Window

Interval
This triggers on a certain signal period range. Options are rising or falling slope, signal period greater or
less than a customizable reference time, signal period in- or outside a customizable reference time
window and Noise Reject.
The example shows a swept sine 500mVpp, 1kHz to 10kHz, where we want to trigger exactly on the
transition from 10kHz to 1kHz. This is impossible with edge trigger, but a rising slope interval trigger set for
periods <=101µs does an almost perfect job.
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Trig_Interval

DropOut
Also known as Timeout trigger, and that’s exactly what it does; it triggers when there is no signal transition
within a specified time span. Options are rising or falling slope, timeout condition defined by edge or signal
state and Noise Reject.
The example shows a 500mVpp 10kHz burst signal, where we want to trigger on the end of the burst
packet. This is impossible with edge trigger, but a rising slope DropOut trigger set for a timeout >=101µs
does just that.
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Trig_DropOut

Runt
We have to define two threshold levels. The trigger occurs whenever the signal crosses one of the
thresholds twice without crossing the other one within a specified time window. In other words, runt pulse
triggering can be limited to a certain pulse width range. Options are positive or negative polarity, pulse
width greater or less than a customizable reference time, pulse width in- or outside a customizable
reference time window and Noise Reject.
The example shows a pulse train 1Vpp at 1MHz that contains some runt pulses we want to trigger on.
This is not possible with edge trigger, but a Runt trigger with the thresholds set at -100mV/+500mV works
just fine.
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Trig_Runt

Pattern
Pattern trigger gives us the opportunity to define a simple logic AND, OR, NAND or NOR operation for
triggering on up to four channels at the same time. Options are a separate threshold value for each
channel, a minimum duration for the condition to become valid, and Hold-off.
The first example shows four pulse trains 2Vpp at 100kHz with some increasing delay from channel 1 to
channel 4. We want to trigger on the last rising edge of all four channels when they remain above their
respective thresholds for at least 10ns. Pattern trigger logic AND operation is used.
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Trig_Pattern_AND
The second example shows four pulse trains 2Vpp at 100kHz with some increasing delay from channel1
to channel 4. We want to trigger on the first rising edge of all four channels when any channel remains
above its respective threshold for at least 10ns. Pattern trigger logic OR operation is used.

Trig_Pattern_OR
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The third example shows four pulse trains 2Vpp at 100kHz with some increasing delay from channel1 to
channel 4. We want to trigger on the first falling edge of all four channels when any channel remains
below its respective threshold for at least 10ns. Pattern trigger logic NAND operation is used.

Trig_Pattern_NAND
The fourth example shows four pulse trains 2Vpp at 100kHz with some increasing delay from channel1 to
channel 4. We want to trigger on the last falling edge of all four channels when they remain below their
respective thresholds for at least 10ns. Pattern trigger logic NOR operation is used.
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Trig_Pattern_NOR

Serial
Serial trigger will be dealt with later in this review, together with the serial decoders.

Trigger Frequency Counter
There are tasks where precise frequency measurements to at least 6 digits are essential. It is utterly
convenient if a scope can do this, as it’s usually just the signals we are monitoring with the oscilloscope
where we also want to know their exact frequency. Back in the days of analog scopes, some offered a Youtput for the amplified signal of the current trigger channel and a frequency counter could be connected
there – this was the ideal solution. Using the frequency counter alone was far less convenient, because it
doesn’t have a versatile input amplifier like the scope does and it is most desirable to be able to watch the
waveform during the frequency measurement and vice versa without having to connect two instruments at
the same test point.
Nowadays, most scopes don’t have a Y-output and there are only very few exceptions. Unfortunately,
Siglent X-series aren’t among them. So we have to stick with the second best thing, i.e. the integrated
trigger frequency counter. For the Siglent X-series, it has 6 digits resolution, but it still cannot replace a
real frequency counter, yet might be good enough for most of the less demanding tasks.
To illustrate this, let’s start with an accurate 10MHz input signal, derived from the OCXO. The automatic
measurement with its limited 4-digit resolution does a nice job by displaying 10.00MHz. The trigger
frequency counter has 6 digits resolution, but that reveals the cheap TCXO in the low cost SDS1104X-E,
because the frequency reading is off by 4ppm. That’s still not too bad and can certainly compete with
several cheap frequency counters that don't have a high stability option (quartz oven) fitted.
The next screenshot shows the same test with a 200MHz signal, which vastly exceeds the bandwidth of
the SDS1104X-E. Yet it is nicely displayed (at a significantly reduced amplitude) and the automatic
measurement is spot-on with now 5 digits, whereas the trigger frequency counter reads low again by
some 5ppm. Nevertheless a very respectable result!
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SDS1104X-E_CNT_10MHz

SDS1104X-E_CNT_200MHz

The last screenshot demonstrates a low frequency measurement. Since the trigger frequency counter
does not work below 10Hz, the input signal was set to 15Hz to ensure smooth operation.
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The readout of the trigger frequency counter doesn’t look bad at all and an error of just 20ppm certainly
appears acceptable. But the screenshot doesn’t tell the whole story, as the frequency display isn’t very
stable and hardly more than 4 digits are actually usable at frequencies that low.
Automatic measurements on the other hand are spot-on again – at only 4 digits resolution, that is.

SDS1104X-E_CNT_15Hz

The situation improves quickly as the frequency goes up and at 1kHz nearly full accuracy and stability can
be obtained. The graph below shows the frequency measurement error of both the counter and the
automatic measurement for a number of input frequencies from 10Hz up to 50MHz. As can be seen from
the results, the error reaches a first minimum at 10Khz and does not exceed 5ppm for any frequencies
nd
above. The 2 screenshot above has already confirmed that for a 200MHz input signal.
It should be noticed, that this graph shows the maximum error, i.e. the maximum deviation from the actual
frequency when the display fluctuates because of poor stability at low frequencies. In practical use we can
watch the trigger frequency counter for a short while and do some averaging in our heads in order to
obtain much more accurate results than what the graph below indicates.
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Counter Accuracy Graph

Trigger Rate
By now, the hype of high waveform update rates seems to have calmed down a bit; yet the simple truth
remains: a DSO with reasonably fast trigger rate is a joy to use and provides useful additional information.
The actual waveform update rate is affected by so many things like number and combination of active
analog and digital channels, display options and background tasks like automatic measurements.
Because of the sheer number of combinations on a 4 channel MSO, tests have been limited to one and
two channels in one group and all combinations of interpolation x or sin(x)/x and display mode Dots or
Vectors. The MSO option was not yet available at the time of testing anyway.
The test results are summarized in the first table below. All measurements have been made with
maximum memory length of 14Mpts per channel group enabled.
As it turns out, reconstruction has no effect on the trigger rate, but display mode does. This is not actually
a problem, since Dots mode is fine for most applications and consequently Vector mode is rarely needed.
When the 2 channels are activated in different channel groups, the single channel waveform update rate
is halved. Speed wise, this is often a better option than using two channels of the same group.
Automatic measurements may decrease the waveform update rate up to -30%.
The second table shows the result for all four acquisition modes with and without Fast Acquisition enabled
exemplarily at the two timebase settings with the fastest waveform update rates, i.e. 5ns/div and 50ns/div.
It turns out, that Average and Eres are hardware accelerated and only moderately slower than Normal and
Peak Detect. Without hardware acceleration, they are even slightly faster.
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Trigger Rate

Another interesting – and even more important – aspect is the blind time of the DSO acquisition. This is
simply expressed as the percentage of the total acquisition time where no sample data is collected.
For example, at a timebase of 100µs/div in single channel mode we get 148 waveforms per second. Since
the screen is 14 divisions wide, a single waveform equals 1.4ms, hence 148 waveforms are equivalent to
148 x 1.4ms = 207.2ms. This in turn means that during one second, only 207.2ms worth of data is actually
captured. This is just 20.72% of the total time, thus resulting in 79.28% blind time.
So even for a fast DSO with fairly high waveform update rates, the blind time is still substantial. The table
below shows the blind time for all the previous measurements. Please note that even the fast waveform
update rate of 107k at 50ns/div still leaves a blind time of 92.461%. While this might appear frustrating,
there are still slower scopes around and if we look at the waveform update rate, it should immediately
become obvious that for a DSO with twice as many waveforms per second at a certain time base also the
“non-blind time” is doubled. It should also be noticed, that even if waveform update rates were identical, a
scope with more horizontal divisions will have less blind time.
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Blind Time

Measurements
Traditionally, oscilloscopes were not expected to be useful for highly accurate precision measurements.
Back in the days when the screen graticule was the only means for measuring signal parameters, the
accuracy of reading alone was worse than 1% full scale - this has slightly improved with digital cursor
readout and changed completely with automatic measurements. Now the reading accuracy is not an issue
anymore, and the time accuracy (X-axis in Y-t mode) has improved significantly by several orders of
magnitude with digital scopes, where the timing is determined by a digital clock coming from a crystal
rather than a free-running RC oscillator that used to produce the ramp for horizontal deflection of the CRT.
Even the amplitude accuracy (Y-axis) can be quite good in modern high resolution oscilloscopes with
analog to digital converters using more than the traditional 8 bits.
The Siglent SDS1104X-E uses a reasonable stable TCXO to generate the clock of which the horizontal
timebase is derived. More important is the effective sample rate, which causes an uncertainty of at least
±1ns at 1GSa/s and quite obviously the uncertainty becomes correspondingly higher as the sample rate
decreases by enabling both channels in a group and/or lowering memory depth and/or timebase.

Automatic Measurements
Back in the days of analog oscilloscopes, the screen grid was pretty much the only aid for measurements.
Characterizing a signal used to be a time consuming and error prone task, yet some measurements like
RMS required additional equipment, at least for non-textbook waveforms. Nowadays we can utilize a
bunch of automatic measurements, which can make life so much easier – as long as they work reliably
and provide reasonably accurate results. This is to be examined in the following sections.
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Time Resolution
Accurate time measurements shouldn't be a problem for a modern DSO that has its sample clock derived
from a TCXO (Temperature Compensated Quartz Oscillator). Yet there are many DSOs which use just the
screen buffer for calculating the measurement results. This is fast and easy to implement, but requires
zooming into the waveform in order to get meaningful measurement results, just like with an ancient
analog oscilloscope. In contrast to this, the Siglent X-E series DSOs use the full acquisition memory to
calculate the measurements – and this is still fast, thanks to the high processing power.
Consider a pulse train with fast transitions, maybe also narrow pulse widths, but relatively slow repetition
rate, like a high resolution PWM signal. If we want to see the repetition rate, duty cycle and transition
times at a glance, a scope that only uses the screen buffer just won’t be up to the task.
Here we have a 100Hz PWM signal with a duty cycle of 90%, displayed at 1ms/div in order to see one full
period:

SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_90%_M1ms
In the screenshot above, we can clearly see the 100Hz repetition rate – the trigger frequency counter is off
by 0.001Hz, but automatic period measurement is spot-on, showing 10.00ms. We can also accurately
measure the duty cycle of 90.00% and despite the slow timebase of 1ms/div, we still get a reasonably
close measurement of the transition times in the realm of single-digit nanoseconds.
For a high resolution PWM, we might use more than 8 bits and therefore be able to adjust the duty cycle
in steps smaller than 0.4%. The following example shows such a situation with a duty cycle of 0.12%. The
duty cycle measurement is still spot-on, but is somewhat compromised by its limited resolution. As it is
now, it can handle just about 13 bits – with only one digit more, it could be used for 16 bits PWM as well.
This is one of several instances, where the display resolution of the automatic time measurements should
be enhanced and I hope Siglent will improve this eventually.
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SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_0.12%_M1ms

Now a duty cycle of only 0.02%:

SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_0.02%_M1ms
Finally, let’s zoom into the waveform 5000 times (200ns/div) to see just the pulse:
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SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_0.02%_M200ns
The trigger frequency counter still displays the (almost) correct frequency, but automatic measurements
for period and duty cycle cannot provide any results, as they need at least one full signal period to work.
Transition times still haven’t changed, so there was no need to zoom anyway.

Sensitivity
Not a real test case, just a rather curious observation that should be documented here. A 250MHz sine is
far above the capabilities of the 100MHz SDS1104X-E and even with the amplitude of 150mVpp it is just
adding a little noise to the un-triggered trace line. Consequently, the trigger frequency counter shows
nothing, but the automatic measurements still work and the frequency measurement is not far off.
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Sine_250MHz_150mVpp_Stat

Speed
We don’t only want measurements to have high time resolution and good accuracy, they should also be
fast. Speed matters, especially for dynamic signals. The SDS1104X-E certainly delivers in this regard, see
the following examples.
The screenshots below show two modulated waveforms.



First a 10MHz carrier, 50% amplitude modulated with 1kHz.
Second a 10MHz carrier, with 1kHz frequency modulation and 1MHz peak deviation.

When looking at the min/max values in the measurement statistics, the modulation parameters can be
easily confirmed. So measurements are indeed fast enough to characterize even modulated signals with
good accuracy within acceptable time. Especially for FM, accuracy is impressive even after only 40
measurements (or less than 3 seconds).
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Sine_10MHz_AM1kHz_50%_M50ns_Dots

Sine_10MHz_FM1kHz_D1MHz_M20ns_Dots
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Standard Measurements
Generally, we can have a maximum of 4 simultaneous measurements displayed at the bottom of the
screen and one more in the statistics. Sometimes this is not enough, so we are given the opportunity to
display all standard measurements together at the same time by selecting “All Measure ON”.

SDS1104X-E_all_measure
This is of course only possible for a single channel at a time, yet we can have all measurements for one
channel plus 4 more for other channels at the bottom of the screen. The example above shows all
measurements for channel 2 and the bottom line holds two Ch.2 measurements (which is of course
redundant in this case, but we can have statistics for these), plus two Ch.3 measurements.
The big question remains, how accurate all these measurements are. There are no explicit specifications
for that. In principle, we can use the specifications for amplitude accuracy as well as the sample clock as a
basis for estimating the expected accuracy. I have done this exactly and run a number of tests in order to
verify the accuracy of all measurements, one sample of such a test protocol is shown in the table below.
The resulting Error field is color coded:
Error is less than ¼ of what was to be expected.
Error is less than what was to be expected.
Error is more than what was to be expected.
Error is more than two times what was to be expected.
As can be seen, all measurements are pretty accurate except for L@X, which is a bit of a mystery
anyway. According to the manual, this should be “The voltage value of the trigger point”, which in my
understanding has to be pretty close to the trigger level. On the other hand, this wouldn’t make much
sense since we certainly know the trigger level anyway and need no measurement for that. So it’s most
likely a translation issue and/or lack of a clear description what this measurement really does and my
expectations were just wrong.
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SDS1104X-E_RUS-RPRE
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Channel Delay Measurements
There is a second group of measurements, summarizing all the possible time measurements between
different channels. Unfortunately, there is no option to display them all at once, so the screenshot below
gives just an example of 4 selected measurements.

SDS1104X-E_Ch_Delay

SDS1104X-E_Ch_Delay_Accuracy
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Again, the expected error limits and accuracies for all possible measurements have been determined,
checked and summarized in the table above. Since this is all about time measurements, we could expect
a very high accuracy, so it might be all the more surprising to find some error results highlighted in red.
But it’s not a faulty measurement, just insufficient resolution together with some rounding, which makes a
basically correct result look bad. For some weird reason, measurements are limited to 3 digits in this area,
thus turning e.g. 2.125µs into 2.13µs and making the error much bigger than necessary. One more time I
do hope Siglent will take notice and improve that in a future firmware release.

Gated Measurements
Sometimes we don’t want to measure over the whole record length and need a means to limit
measurements to just a part of it. This is called a gated measurements and the Siglent SDS1104X-E
provides dedicated X-Cursors for this.
The most popular example for gating is the integrating amplitude measurements, such as RMS and Mean.
They can only work correctly on integer multiples of the signal period. Since the screen width (= record
length) often does not meet this criterion, the automatic measurements already include a special set for
these cases: it’s the Cycle measurements Cycle Mean, Cycle Stdev and Cycle RMS, so we don’t need to
set up a gate for these common tasks.
The next example uses the PWM signal with 10% duty cycle again and at 1ms/div the record length is
140% of the signal period, which certainly isn’t an integer multiple. So there’s no surprise that the Cycle
measurements yield different results compared to the normal ones:

SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_10%_NoGate
As was to be expected, the error would be huge if we forget to use the Cycle measurements. 186.18mV
RMS vs. 155.78mV Cycle RMS and 72.43mV Mean vs. 51.34mV Cycle Mean.
Since this chapter is about gated measurements, let’s see if we can get the correct results with normal
measurements when using a properly defined gate. The RMS and Mean measurements are now pretty
close to Crms and Cmean from the previous screenshot:
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SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_10%_Gate10ms
Why don’t we define the gate from rising edge to rising edge?
Well, a proper cycle should include exactly one rising and one falling edge. We should avoid setting the
gate border at a fast signal transition, at least when using time bases so slow that we cannot actually see
the transition, because it’s nothing but a vertical line. For accurate measurements, the signal level needs
to be the same at both gate borders and we cannot guarantee this for transitions in the realm of singledigit nanoseconds by setting a gate with 20µs resolution like in the example above.
Currently, we don’t get any results from the dedicated Cycle measurements, because the gate limits the
view and makes it impossible to detect two rising (or falling) edges, which would be essential for
recognizing a full signal cycle. That’s not a problem here, as Cycle measurements don’t make sense
anyway – after all we have set the gate for exactly one cycle just to make the Cycle measurements
superfluous.
Just for fun, we can still have both types of measurements at the same time by making the gate a tad
wider and shift it a bit, so that it includes two rising edges. This will introduce a small error for the normal
measurements (because this now sees a little bit more than just one cycle), but lets us compare both
approaches within one screenshot. As can bee seen, RMS and Crms as well as Mean and Cmean
measurements are now very similar as was to be expected.
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SDS1104X-E_PWM_100Hz_10%_Gate10.04ms

Cursors
The main applications for Cursor measurements are:




No automatic measurement available for a particular measurement task.
Visual highlighting of a particular measurement.
Measuring and comparing time and level at an arbitrary point of the displayed waveform(s).

Manual
Manual cursor measurements are pretty straightforward, so they are dealt with here just for the sake of
completeness.
The following screenshots demonstrate the use of X, Y and X/Y cursors for measuring some signal
properties where no corresponding automatic measurements exist. Furthermore, the use of cursors can
make a screenshot more descriptive, as it becomes immediately clear what exactly has been measured.
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Cursors_Man_X

Cursors_Man_Y
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Cursors_Man_XY

Tracking
Tracking cursors let us view the time and level at any point of the displayed waveform. At the same time,
this can be compared to any other point, even on a different waveform on a different channel.

Cursors_Aut_Ch4
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Measurement across channels is demonstrated by the example below, were we are just measuring the
time delay and by adjusting the cursors so that the level difference is zero we ensure an accurate
measurement.

Cursors_Aut_Ch14

Cursors_Aut_Ch4_Mod_0.5Hz
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The last example demonstrates tracking cursors on a dynamic signal – a 50% amplitude modulated
waveform in this case. Modulation frequency is quite low at 0.5Hz, still the cursors lag behind a bit.
Plotting the cursors on the screen is not at all optimized for speed, even though the actual measurements
in the cursor box update much faster than that; so it’s really just the cursor display being rather slow.
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